Kompas™
LIGHTWEIGHT | COMPACT | CONVENIENT

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

Kompas

The Invacare Kompas combines the freedom of a powered mobility device with the compact design of
a manual wheelchair, making it ideal for individuals that want to maintain an active and independent
lifestyle, without compromising on space or convenience. As one of the lightest and most compact
folding power wheelchairs on the market, the Kompas is highly versatile and the perfect powered
solution for those wanting to get the most out of life.

Easily folded
and compact
Thanks to an intuitive one-step design, the Kompas
can be quickly and easily folded to minimize time
and effort. When collapsed, the power wheelchair
has an impressively small footprint, comparable to
the size of a manual folding wheelchair.
This compact size, coupled with the ability to stand
upright when folded, makes the Kompas ideal for
storing in tight spaces such as under the stairs or in
between furniture.

Extremely lightweight and
transportable
Weighing less than 21kg*, the Kompas is the most
compact and lightweight power wheelchair within
Invacare's extensive portfolio.
Optimised for ease of handling, the power
wheelchair can be effortlessly lifted when necessary,
for example to place inside a property or to
transport in the boot of a car.

Versatile, convenient and fun!
Whether for home use, exciting daytrips or everyday
outings, the highly maneuverable Invacare Kompas
can help provide assistance for up to 11km on a
variety of journeys. Simply fold and go!

*Weight without battery included.
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KEY
FEATURES

Fully Adjustable
Height adjustable
backrest provides
additional support
and comfort for taller
individuals.
Supportive flip-up
anti-skid pedal has 3
height adjustments for
additional convenience.
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Removable Lithium Battery
Airline approved removable 11.4ah
battery with additional charging port
and battery indicator.

Unlike many other
folding power
wheelchairs, there
is no need to
remove the battery
pack to fold.

Lightweight Frame
With an impressive frame
weight of less than 21kg,
the compact Kompas can
be effortlessly lifted and
carried when necessary.
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One-step
Folding Mechanism
Folding and unfolding is
simple and effortless.

Compact dimensions of
590 x 370 x 810mm when
folded.
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Anti-tippers
Accessible when folded to
allow easy maneuverability
for transport and additional
stability for storage.

Additional features
Durable UK P&G controller
• High quality controller indicates the remaining
battery charge and allows for easy speed
adjustments and nimble movement control.
• Equipped with convenient on-board charging port.
Intelligent Braking System
• Automatically prevents unintended rolling whilst
stationary, effectively locking the power wheelchair
in place.
Rear Pneumatic Tyres
• Facilitates a smoother journey and are suitable for
outdoor use.

Storage

Basket
• Under seat, removable nylon basket enables
transportation of small items.
Freewheel

Levers
• Easy to operate freewheel levers to disengage the
motors for manual transportation.
Optional

17.1Ah Lithium Battery
• Larger battery available as an accessory to increase
travel range up to 18km.

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user
manual, please see your local Invacare website.

Seat width
Kompas

Seat depth

460mm

Seat to floor
height

Folding
dimensions

Driving unit
width

420mm

520mm

590 x 370 x
810mm

Max. user
weight

Battery
capacity

Battery
weight

Total length

590mm

970mm

Motor
capacity

Turning
diameter

Total height
950-1000mm

kg
TOTAL PRODUCT WEIGHT

Total weight
Kompas

20.9kg excluding battery

Max. safe slope
Kompas

6°

Frame colour

Black & Grey
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115kg

24 volt/11.4ah
lithium ion
battery

2.1kg

Max. driving
distance

Max. driving
speed

11km / 6.8miles

6.4 kph / 4 mph

DC24V,70 watt

Tyre size

825mm

Castor size

8” pneumatic

7" PU

Upholstery

Black
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Ground
clearance
30mm

